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Abstract. System modeling benefits today of many improvement realized
in automatic. Opensource software like Xcos from Scilab suite and INRIA
institute gives all the tools to make this task. On another side, many works
was done following Kron’s method work to develop multi-physic formalism that
can be used too, for system modeling. The purpose of this paper is to discuss of
both approaches, using examples written by INRIA through Scilab entreprise
in their user’s guide on Xcos for training. These examples cover completely the
various techniques involved in these kind of modeling and theoretical analyzing.
xTAN computations are realized under Scilab.

1. Introduction

Complex and multi-physic modeling is usually made through automatic dia-
grams. Acausal or causal techniques are operational from years and well imple-
mented in softwares like mathlab or scilab. But the solvers attached to these rep-
resentations often works in the node space or edge one for their equivalent cellular
topology. These representations can be solved using other spaces linked with the
Kron’s work and used with extensions in the xTAN method developed for complex
networks and systems. The idea here is to merge both approach to benefit of the
powerful and easy representation of classical diagrams of automatic and mathemat-
ical advantages of xTAN formalism. As the global technique may need all a book
to be presented, one presents in this article some examples, extracted from Scilab
entreprise user’s guide for Xcos, the open source software developed by the French
institute INRIA. This article is not the location to present xTAN method, many
articles cited in references give all the material to learn the technique.

2. The RLC resonator

This resonator is an electrical one, made of one resistor, one capacitor and one
inductance. A first and simple method to model this kind of resonator is to create
a Laplace’s box including directly its transfer function. Figure 1 shows the kind of
diagram obtained through this approach under xcos.
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Figure 1: current in the resonator

Figure 2 shows the diagram computed and clearly shows the Laplace’s box for
the resonator.

Figure 2: Laplace’s box and diagram

The transfer function is given by:

(1) i(s) =
U(s)

R+ Ls+ (sC)�1
=

sCU(s)

1 +RCs+ LCs2

But the system can be seen differently. In the time domain we can write the
equation:

U(t)� L
di(t)

dt
= Ri(t) +

1

C

Z

t

dti(t)

The source U(t) can be replaced by a current source J(t) in order to have a
common dimension: RJ(t) = U(t). In that case, the equation can be written this
time:

i(t) =
R

L

Z

t

dt



J(t)� i(t)� 1

RC

Z

t

dti(t)

�

This equation leads to the structure presented figure 3. We see that for t = 0 we
have i = J , which explains how we can use a summation as input for the structure,
then adding other terms existing under the integral. It gives the same result as
figure 1 but with a different initial condition.
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Figure 3: Structure for the resonator

And finally, another kind of simulation can be done using acausal symbolic struc-
tures as in SPICE software. Figure 4 shows the structure. The result is strictly
identical to figure 1 taking 100A as current source amplitude.

Figure 4: structure using acausal symbols

Now how this kind of resonator may be represented in an xTAN approach ?
Firstly, its diagram in a mesh space is the simplest that can be imagined. Starting
from dissipated and stored energy, we have two manifolds representing the resistor
and the capacitor. This gives next matrix:

(2) Z =



R 0
0 1

sC

�

If the inductor is a component, it constitutes a third manifold. But in any case,
when these primitive manifolds are grouped to make a single mesh, we must add
the inductance due to the closed circulation of current in this mesh. This concept
doesn’t appear directly in the previous formalisms. It means that the free part of
magnetic energy belongs to the mesh, and not to the edges (primitive manifolds).
Taking a chart C we can create a “mesh manifold”, i.e. a manifold made with all
previous ones, including the resistor, the capacitance and the inductance (self or
added ones). Finally, the resonator is represented by a single mesh of impedance
R + Ls + (sC)�1. The graph associated with the problem described in the mesh
space can be drawn under Yed, which is a graph opensource software. But in this
first case, the graph is very simple to draw as it is reduced to one single mesh.
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Figure 5: single mesh under xTAN for the resonator
Starting form this representation, a immediate result is obtained: the system

equations. As we have only one mesh, it is given here by:

(3) e(s) =

✓

R+ Ls+
1

sC

◆

i(s)

It’s difficult to go deeper in the analysis with a single element. All what we can
do is to trace the curve i(e) for various stimuli and hypothesis of the component
values.

The problem can be directly solved using figure 2 structure under xcos. No other
comparison can be made at this level, but this first example has the advantage to
recall briefly major characteristics of both approaches, xcos and xTAN.

About computing the equation given by xTAN, it can be made under scilab in
finite difference, time domain (FDTD). In this program, it’s interesting to create a
tab for the load

Q =

Z

t

dti(t)

Note that it’s not our purpose to compare the results or to discuss of what are
the best algorithm to solve the equations.

The program is:
clear;
//tabs
N=100000;
dt=1E-9;
L=1E-6;
C=1E-6;
R=0.01;
i=zeros(N,1);
Q=zeros(N,1);
//sources
t=[1:N];
s=t*dt;
e=(1-exp(-s/1E-9))*1;
for t=2:N
s=t*dt;
Z=R+L/dt+dt/C;
i(t)=1/Z*(e(t)+L/dt*i(t-1)-Q(t-1)/C);
Q(t)=Q(t-1)+i(t)*dt;
end
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plot(dt*[1:N],i);
which gives the same result as figure 1.

3. A house temperature regulation

This problem includes three objects as primitive one for the Kron’s method:
(1) The house itself modeled by a thermal capacitor;
(2) the wall insulator as a thermal resistance;
(3) a radiator inside the house.

In a first step we make the diagram to realize the house heating. A heating re-
sistance is fifty ohms for the reference temperature: 293,15 K. Figure 6 shows the
xcos diagram to create the temperature.

Figure 6: diagram for the radiator
We see a PWM source to power supplied the commutator that cut or not the

220V power to the radiator. The diagram leads to the curve shown figure 7.

Figure 7: temperature versus time
For the Kron’s formalism, this first circuit involves three stages. A first stage

takes in charge the command. It includes the PWM generator and the switch. A
second stage makes the DC source and the thermal resistance. The third and last
stage represents the house thermal capacitance and the heat transfer.
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The first mesh is very simple. We choose an arbitrary resistance of one ohm,
driven by a generator PWM(t) of one volt amplitude. So it leads to a current of one
ampere with a PWM waveform of 3*3600 seconds of period and 20% duty cycle.

There are many ways to simulate the switch. Here we use a cross talk between
both meshes of 220 amplitude. It creates an electromotive force of minus 220 volts
on the second mesh, which has a resistance of fifty ohms. This electromotive force
comes against the 220V power supply and generates the 220V PWM signal. So, for
these first two meshes, the impedance matrix is:



R 0
220 Rh

�

It stills to add the thermal part. In this physic, the flux is the power and
equivalent voltages are temperatures. For a thermal capacitance Cth the relation
is:

T =
1

Cth

Z

t

dtP (t)

As the power comes from the radiator, the source becomes a current one and
impedance is Cth. After inverting Z, it will create T is Z is:

2

4

R 0 0
220 Rh 0
0 0 Cth

3

5

With the source vector:

e =
⇥

PWM(t) 220 Rh

R

t
dtk2(t) + T0Cth

⇤

k2 being the current in the second mesh and T0 the initial temperature. The
problem is completely solved making k = z�1e. Figure 8 shows the result obtained.

Figure 8: result under Kron’s formalism
The result is similar to figure 7 but with a difference at the beginning coming

from the fact that the command let the power to zero for the first sample. The
listing of the program is:

clear;
N=4*24*3600;
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stacksize(’max’);
PWM=[];
for s=1:3*3600
if (s<3*3600*0.8)
PWM=[PWM,1];
else
PWM=[PWM,0];
end
end
PWM2=[];
for n=1:31
PWM2=[PWM2,PWM];
end
//PWM2 is the PWM source
dt=1;
Rcde=1;
Rh=50;
M=334800;
Cth=500e3;
k=zeros(M,3);
Q=zeros(M,1);
T=zeros(M,1);
To=20;
T(1)=To;
k(1,3)=To;
for t=2:M
s=t*dt
Z=[Rcde,0,0;220,Rh,0;0,0,Cth];
Q(t)=Q(t-1)+Rh*k(t-1,2)^2*dt;
e=[PWM2(t);220;Q(t)+To*Cth];
k(t,:)=(pinv(Z)*e)’;
//T(t)=Q(t)/Cth+To;
end
plot(1:M,k(:,3));

Adding external influence. Starting from previous schematic, we add an exter-
nal source and a wall losses to take into account the interaction with environment.
Diagram under xcos is shown figure 9 and the result figure 10. In the diagram we
see a thermal conductance connected with the thermal capacitance and adding the
external temperature. A third channel for viewing allow to see all curves.
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Figure 9: diagram with external influence

Figure 10: result for diagram figure 9
From the Kron’s point of view, this added interaction is unidirectional. It means

that it doesn’t consist in an added edge on the Cth component, while it may change
the previous result values.

Previous case works with the energy flux (heat) Q (in Joule) applied on a thermal
capacitance Cth (in Joule per Kelvin). Basic relation is Q = CthT , T being the
temperature. Now a part of power is lost in the walls through a conductance S in
Watt per Kelvin. It means that we have to integrate S in time to have energy, and
by the temperature to have heat. But the temperature this time is made for part
by the external one: T 0 = T � Te. Finally we obtain the equation:

(4) Q =

Z

t

dtS.T + Cth.T
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In FDTD, it is transformed in:

Q(t)� dt.S

t�1
X

n=1

T 0(n) = (dt.S + Cth)T (t)

Q(t) is the source of heat previously defined. It means that the impedance tensor
is:

(5) Z =

2

4

RCde 0 0
220 Rh 0
0 0 Cth + S.dt

3

5

and writing:

⇢

Q(t) = Q(t� 1) +Rh

�

k2(t� 1)
�2

dt
QS(t) = QS(t� 1) + Sdt

�

k3(t� 1)� Ex(t� 1)
�

where Ex(t) is the external temperature source, a sinusoidal waveform (15 +
10sin(2⇡ft)), we have the source covector:

e =
⇥

PWM2(t) 220 Q(t) + T0Cth�QS(t)
⇤

Solving the equation e = Zk gives the curve figure 11, to compare with figure
10.

Figure 11: result under Kron’s formalism

Major part of the program is given figure 12.
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Figure 12: program listing
We can draw the graph associated with this topology. Z tensor says that the

space dimension in meshes is 3. So, 3 meshes make the graph. Each mesh has
its own source. One chord exists between mesh 1 and 2 and another one between
mesh 2 and mesh 3. The first one is of constant value 220⌦ and the second one is
transmitted through Rh to create Q. So the graph presented figure 13 stills very
simple and must be compared with the one figure 9.

Figure 13: graph of the problem
Seeing the source covector and the graph, the impedance tensor should be:

(6) Z =

2

4

RCde 0 0
220 Rh 0
0 Rh(·)2dt Cth + S.dt

3

5

But in practice, the best way to program the operator (·)2 is to introduce it
through the source covector.

Writing S� = S, Q0 = T0Cth and s the Laplace’s operator, previous system
becomes:

(7) e⌫ = Z⌫↵ (k↵) ,

8

<

:

Pwm2 = Rcdek
1

220 = 220k1 +Rhk
2

Q0 � 1
sEx = � 1

sRh

�

k2
�2

+ Cthk
3 + S�

s k3
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Noting  k the vector of functions associated with this system, we can develop a
parametrized surface looking for a base:

bj(k) =
@ k

@kj

We obtain:

b1 =

2

4

Rcde

220
0

3

5 b2 =

2

4

0
Rh

� 2
sRhk

2

3

5 b3 =

2

4

0
0

Cth + S�

s

3

5

Making the jacobian matrix J for which each column is a basic vector b and the
source covector E =

⇥

Pwm2 220 Q0 � 1
sEx

⇤

we can find system (7) writing:

E⌫ � T⌫↵k↵ = J⌫↵k
↵

with:

(8) T =

2

4

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1

sRhk
2 0

3

5

now we can use the transposed jacobian J�⌫ to calculate:

J�⌫E⌫ � J�⌫T⌫↵k↵ = J�⌫J⌫↵k
↵

with L = JTT and W = JTE, seeing that JTJ = G, the metric of the space,
we obtain:

(9) W� � L�↵k
↵ = G�↵k

↵

We compute:
8

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

W� =

2

6

4

RcdePwm2 + 48400

220Rh � 2k2Rh(Q0�Ex
s )

s
�

Q0 � Ex
s

� �

S�

s + Cth

�

3

7

5

L�↵ =

2

6

4

0 0 0

0 � 2R2
h(k

2)2

s2 0

0
Rhk

2(S�
s +Cth)
s 0

3

7

5

G�↵ =

2

6

4

R2
cde + 48400 220Rh 0

220Rh
4R2

h(k
2)2

s2 +R2
h � 2k2Rh(S�

s +Cth)
s

0 � 2k2Rh(S�
s +Cth)
s

�

S�

s + Cth

�2

3

7

5

The elementary distance is given by:

dist =
q

k�G�↵k↵ =
q

k�W� � k�L�↵k↵

It’s clear that the space is not flat. b2 depends on k2, so G changes with
k2 value all along the surface and with the location of the tangent plan TpS.
What is often interesting is to study the impact of a change in the constraints:
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�C =
R

t
dt

n

p

k�W� � k�L�↵k↵ �
p

k�G�↵k↵
o

, to see, the variation of this step
depending on various parameters:

@

@ki
�C

We will see that on next cases.
Adding temperature control. Compare to the previous structure, we make a sample
of the internal temperature, in order to increase or decrease the heat following the
measurement. Figure 14 gives the diagram of this new circuit.

Figure 14: temperature control
The system includes an hysteresis set on 3 degres. The constant value input as

reference is 20 degres. Figure 15 shows the curves obtained under this conditions.

Figure 15: temperature curves
On the Kron’s topology, two things must be added: a feedback control taking

the internal temperature and reporting it on the heat command, and the hystere-
sis function. First action is very simple, you just have to add �1 as a coupling
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impedance z13 to report the measurement on the control command. Second action
is included in the software. Depending on the sign of the difference ref �k3, a gain
G which is the previous chord between mesh 2 and mesh 1 (coupling impedance z21)
is set differently (remember that k represents directly the internal temperature).
Figure 16 shows the program listing and figure 17 the result.

Figure 16: program listing

Figure 17: results
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Note that under these conditions we obtain a better result than with xcos dia-
gram. It’s not a xcos fact, but it comes from the difference between the feedback
control details.

Figure 18 shows the new graph generated by the added control. You can remark
that it seems quite easy to add it and the change on the topology is simply linked
with chord values (function G(d) where d is a distance) and an added chord �1
between mesh 3 and 1.

Figure 18: new graph with feedback control
How can we anticipate this change on the metric G�↵ ? We can first see the

changes on the basic vectors components:

b0
1 =

2

4

Rcde

G
0

3

5 b0
2 =

2

4

0
Rh

� 2
sRhk

2

3

5 b0
3 =

2

4

�1
0

Cth + S�

s

3

5

The impact on G is immediat:

G�↵ =

2

6

4

R2
cde +G2 GRh �Rcde

GRh
4R2

h(k
2)2

s2 +R2
h � 2k2Rh(S�

s +Cth)
s

�Rcde � 2k2Rh(S�
s +Cth)
s 1 +

�

S�

s + Cth

�2

3

7

5

As W� and L�� still unchanged, the impact appears on �C. Writing the metric
G0 in this second case and:

(10)

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

�C =
R

t
dt

n

p

k�W� � k�L�↵k↵ �
p

k�G�↵k↵
o

�C0 =
R

t
dt

n

p

k�W� � k�L�↵k↵ �
q

k�G0
�↵k

↵
o

Now, the distance becomes dist =
q

k�G0
�↵k

↵. And if this distance is higher

than the first one, for the same constraint
p

k�W� � k�L�↵k↵ the difference is
less and means that the system can accept higher constraint too before to show
the same variations. Note that the space curvature is the same, showing that the
feedback control has no effect on the manifold characteristics. It just changes some
dimensions.
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If we don’t care to the fact of having G rather than 220, the only difference comes
from the feedback �1 as first component of b3. Our manifold can be described
looking at the points k1b0

1 + k2b0
2 + k3b0

3 where k1, k2, k3 can take all values of
their domains. We can test some of these values and compare in both cases (with
the first base: k1b1 + k2b2 + k3b3) how evolve the results.

To do that, we work for this first test in the harmonic domain. We thrown fre-
quency and the three values of currents using random function. Then we normalize
the results amplitudes, because we don’t care for the moment of the output ampli-
tudes. Figure 19 shows the manifold obtain without feedback. Then figure 20 with
feedback.

Figure 19: manifold without feedback

Figure 20: manifold with feedback

In each case, x, y, z directions are in correspondance with k1, k2, k3 components.
It’s clear that without feedback, the solutions can be anywhere in the 3D space.
This translate that no constraints are applied on the components between them and
they can go anywhere in the space. At the contrary in the second case, components
are linked eachother. The consequence is that the manifold takes place only in some
locations of the volume. In particular, the internal temperature cannot take any
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value, depending on the command signal and external temperature. We give below
the program for this last case.

Rcde=1;
Rh=50;
M=334800;
Cth=500e3;
S=20;
N=10000;
x=zeros(N,1);
y=zeros(N,1);
z=zeros(N,1);
//m=1;
n=1;
G=1;
for m=1:N
k1=rand(1)*1;
k2=rand(1)*100;
k3=rand(1)*40;
s=m*rand(1)*1e3;
x(n)=abs(Rcde*k1-k3);
y(n)=abs(G*k1+Rh*k2);
z(n)=abs(-2/s*Rh*k2^3+(Cth+S/s)*k3);
n=n+1;
end
param3d(x/max(x),y/max(y),z/max(z),alpha=15,theta=50);
set(gce(),"line_mode",’off’,"mark_mode",’on’,"mark_style",1);

4. Driving a DC motor

Next exercise has for purpose to drive a DC motor. In many applications for
robots, we find motors controled by IC’s.

A motor basically (note that it was the major work of Kron to develop accurate
models of electrical machines) is modeled in its linear working by five equations:

(11)

8

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

:

U = E +Ri1 + Ldi1
dt

Cm = Ki1
E = K!
Cf = f!
J d!

dt = Cm � Cpert � Cf

In these equations, the first one describe the electrical behavior of the motor. R
is its resistance and L its inductance. E is the electromotive force induced by the
motor inductances when the rotor turns compare to the stator. Equation 2 says
that when currents run in the motor coil, it creates a motor couple Cm. Next one
gives the link between the angular speed and the electromotive force E. Fourth one
gives the relation between the angular speed and the couple coming from the viscous
friction. Last equation is the dynamic one linking all couples in relation with the
cinetic energy. The mechanical side of the motor can be very easily implemented
in xcos. The rotor is submitted to the couples Cm and Cpert. A solid in rotation
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around a fix axis is characterized mechanically by its inertia moment. Figure 21
shows the automatique diagram of one motor connected to two mechanical couples.

Figure 21: motor xcos diagram
We can detail a little more these equations that are fundamental and multi-

physic. First one describe the transmission of energy to the motor. It includes the
electromechanical reaction comming from the product of the flux K by the angular
speed !. In fact as U = E+Ri1+Ldi1

dt and from equation three E = K!, equations
one and three can be reduced to: U = Ri1 +Ldi1

dt +K!. Now from the three other
equations we can write: � = J d!

dt �Ki1 + ⇢! where ⇢ is a global losses coefficient
of the mechanical part and � the instantaneous couple. J is the moment of inertia.
So four previous equations leads to two more complete. This exercise of reduction
is useful to approach the problem through the Kron’s method rather than through
automatic diagram. Under xcos, the curve obtained is shown figure 22.

Figure 22: xcos result for the diagram figure 21.
As under xcos, the input is couples, we transform previous equations to have the

same writing.
8

<

:

U = Ri1 + Ldi1
dt +K!

Cm = J d!
dt + Cpert

From the second equation we obtain directly:

! = x2 =

Z

t

dt (Cm � Cpert)
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As the couple are constants, this leads to: ! = (Cm � Cpert) t which is the curve
drawn figure 22.

Now if we add a viscous friction, the couple equation must be completed with a
losses component. Previous equation becomes:

(Cm � Cpert) = J
d!

dt
+ ⇢!

which solutions in angular speed is:

! =
(Cm � Cpert)

⇢

h

1� e�
⇢
J t
i

As it is quite evident, it doesn’t need to be studied under the xTAN approach.
Next step is to consider in more details the electromechanical coupling under xcos

then to translate it into xTAN. Previously we implement under xcos the viscous
friction component to obtain the diagram shown figure 23 and result figure 24.

Figure 23: diagram with viscous friction

Figure 24: result with viscous

Now we start from this version to add the detailed electrical power supply. Di-
agram is shown on figure 25. Note that the electromechanical coupling is realized
through the reported electromotive force.
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Figure 25: diagram for the electromechanical coupling

The result (which sign depends on the couple measurement direction) is given
figure 26.

Figure 26: result

The electromotive force is of 0, 01NmA�1. We can first study the primary
circuit that generates previous Cm couple. The RL values are this time specified:
R = 1⌦ and L = 0.001H. The voltage source is 12 V high. A first mesh can
give the primary current created through the RL circuit. The mesh impedance is
Z1 = R + Lp. The continuous generator is modeled by a step function. In time,
this is written :Vs = Ri1 + L d

dt i1 and leads to the next equations in FDTD:

Vs(n) +
L

�t
i1(n� 1) =

✓

R+
L

�t

◆

i1(n)

The important point is to make a good choice of the time delay. Here, seeing
the equations, we can take �t = 10�3 giving to L/�t the same amplitude than R.
Software is given figure 27.
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Figure 27: program for the primary mesh

Primary current reaches 4 amperes (figure 28).

Figure 28: current curve

Now we can create the second mesh and the coupling between meshes 1 and
2. The transcription is direct because the emf is of dimension N.m.A�1. So it
generates the couple Cm depending on the current i1. By the fact, the chord
between both meshes is automatically defined through the efm one. We have in
a first step to define the second mesh itself. This second mesh is defined by the
equation Cm = J d!

dt + ⇢!, where Cm is the emf created by i1. The system is then
defined by the equations:

8

<

:

g = Ri1 + Ldi1
dt

0 = �↵i1 + J d!
dt + ⇢!

9

=

;
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↵ being equal to Cm/i1. Note that the coupling is here suppose to be asymmetric.
No reaction of the motor change the electrical circuit impedance. The solution for
this system is classical and we won’t develop it here.

5. Control through pulse width modulation

First step under xcos consists in making the PWM signal. Figure 29 shows the
simple diagram to make this signal.

Figure 29: PWM diagram

This leads to the signal given figure 30.

Figure 30: PWM signal

This PWM can be used in order to create a chopper. This chopper is the simplest
one, made of one transistor and one diode. The command can be reused in the
previous circuit, associated with a diode and a switch. Figure 31 shows the xcos
diagram created with all these components.

Figure 31: diagram for the motor with PWM

The speed needs a long time simulation to acquire a minimum number of samples
to compute the result. The speed curve is given figure 32.
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Figure 32: speed curve
As previously we construct step by step the graph for the xTAN method. First

step is to make the PWM generator. The perfect diode as the switch are modeled
like resistances. When open, the resistance is 105⌦ and when closed 10�5⌦. First
mesh consists in the command. It’s the PWM generator in serie with some resis-
tance. To make it we use a simple expression that creates automatically a PWM
signal of high duty cycle:

e(t) = e�↵(1�sin(2⇡�t)

This gives a function presented figure 33.

Figure 33: PWM signal
It’s not the same of the previous one, but we are interested in the principle,

not in the detail that anyone can set as desired. To create a switch in the xTAN
method, the idea is to benefit of domain functions that have next properties:

(1) their summation over all the variable domain gives one;
(2) they must be smooth and indefinitely derivable.

Various function can answer this request. One is very interesting: the delayed
“logistic” function:
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S(x) =
1

⇣

1 + e�
x�x0

�

⌘

and its complement S̄ = 1�S. They respect previous constraints and linking the
delay with the threshold values that make the frontier of models for each domain,
they give the material to realize any kind of switch. In our case, we want a resistance
that is 1m⌦ low when the primary current is lower than 0, 2A and 5k⌦ when the
primary current is higher than 0, 2A. Firs is to set the logistic function. For the
program:

clear;
dt=1E-3;
N=5000;
x=zeros(N,1);
y=zeros(N,1);
for t=[1:N]
x(t)=1/(1+exp(-(t-500)/50));
y(t)=1-x(t);
end
plot2d([1:N],[x,y]);
we obtain the curve :

Figure 34: logistic function and its complement
Now the switch resistance can be defined writing:

(12) Rs(i1) = 5.103

2

4

1
⇣

1 + e�
i1�i10

�

⌘

3

5+ 10�3

2

41� 1
⇣

1 + e�
i1�i10

�

⌘

3

5

i10 is the current threshold value and � the tip steepness. Written under an
abstract form, the switch is defined by:

(13) Rs(x) = D[0:x0]RsL +D[x0:xH ]RsH

Note that the upper limit should be defined and any real impedance operator
should be defined under this kind of equation with domains. As a consequence,
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the manifolds associated with the equations coming from these operators are also
defined through the domain that give the manifolds second term. The fact to define
the equations of each manifold as a sum of functions on domains means to apply
distortions on these manifolds depending on the parameter values. After what,
direct summation allows to connect them by sticking.

We make a second mesh with first a simple resistance for the switch defined by
domains. We doesn’t include the diode for the moment. Using a unitary chord to
transmit the first mesh current to the second one (it is used through the domain
parameter) as a command,we obtain next program:

clear;
N=5000;
e=zeros(N,1);
dt=1E-3;
K=zeros(N,2);
Rcde=1E2;
Rs=5000;
for t=[1:N]
e(t)=1-exp(-10*(1-sin(2*%pi*t/500)));
W=[e(t);12]
Z=[Rcde 0
1 Rs];
K(t,:)=(Z^(-1)*W)’;
u=K(t,1)*100;
Rs=1/(1+exp(-(u-0.2)/(0.02)))*1E-3+(1-1/(1+exp(-(u-0.2)/(0.02))))*5E3;
end
plot2d([1:N],K(:,2));
and the curve:

Figure 35: current curve on the second mesh

To finish the circuit, we have to replace the resistance by adding it the RL
circuit in series with the efm. Next program shows the listing including these two
components.

clear;
N=5000;
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e=zeros(N,1);
dt=1E-3;
K=zeros(N,2);
Rcde=1E2;
Rs=5000;
L=1E-3;
Ro=1;
for t=[2:N]
e(t)=1-exp(-10*(1-sin(2*%pi*t/500)));
W=[e(t);12+L/dt*K(t-1,2)]
Z=[Rcde 0
1 Rs+Ro+L/dt];
K(t,:)=(Z^(-1)*W)’;
u=K(t,1)*100;
Rs=1/(1+exp(-(u-0.2)/(0.02)))*1E-3+(1-1/(1+exp(-(u-0.2)/(0.02))))*5E3;
end
plot2d([1:N],K(:,2));
To add the diode we can use similar technique with domains but this time defined

on the voltage across the diode. A third mesh must be added to take into account
the diode. Common edge is the switch and we can choose to keep both meshes the
same direction. The impedance matrix becomes:

Z =

2

4

Rcde 0 0
1 Rs +R0 +

L
�t Rs

0 Rs Rd

3

5

Both Rs and Rd resistances are defined on domains. Next listing leads to the
curves given figure 36.

Figure 36: results with both Rs and Rd resistances
for t=[2:N]
e(t)=1-exp(-10*(1-sin(2*%pi*t/500)));
W=[e(t);12+L/dt*K(t-1,2);12]
Z=[Rcde 0 0
1 Rs+Ro+L/dt Rs
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0 Rs Rd];
K(t,:)=(Z^(-1)*W)’;
u=K(t,1)*100;
Vd=K(t,2);
Rs=1/(1+exp(-(u-0.2)/(0.02)))*1E-3+(1-1/(1+exp(-(u-0.2)/(0.02))))*5E3;
Rd=1/(1+exp(-(Vd-vss)/(0.02)))*5E3+(1-1/(1+exp(-(Vd-vss)/(0.02))))*1;
end
This last case illustrates how impedances defined on domains can give a quite

easy way to model complicated functions. This possibility can be used in a large
collection of cases including spark gap, diodes, transistors, etc.

6. Conclusion

These some cases illustrate how xTAN method can transform the approach to
work on automatic problems. The cases treated are simple ones but this is sufficient
to demonstrate that the method can answer to more complex cases. Work still to
do in order to show how the manifold concept can be used to have a deeper analysis
on the system feedback and its behavior depending on environment inputs.


